Design rules for combined label-free and fluorescence Bloch surface wave biosensors
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We report on the fabrication and physical characterization of optical biosensors implementing simultaneous label-free and fluorescence detection and taking advantage of the excitation of Bloch surface waves at a photonic crystal’s truncation interface. Two types of purposely-designed one-dimensional photonic crystals on molded organic substrates with micro-optics were fabricated. These feature either high or low finesse of the Bloch surface wave resonances and were tested on the same optical readout system. The experimental results show that designing biochips with a large resonance quality factor does not necessarily lead in the real case to an improvement of the biosensor performance. Conditions for optimal biochips’ design and operation of the complete bio-sensing platform are established. © 2017 Optical Society of America
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Optical sensors based on the resonant excitation of electromagnetic surface waves are widely diffused in the field of biochemical binding analysis. In particular, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is involved in many label-free sensing platforms, due to the sensitivity, resolution and simplicity of the detection scheme [1]. Recently, Bloch surface waves (BSW) [2] sustained at the interface between a finite one-dimensional photonic crystal (1D-PC) and an external medium were proposed as an alternative to SPR [3, 4]. They feature an improved limit of detection [5] and the possibility to operate in a wide spectral range from the visible to the Terahertz region, when properly selecting the 1D-PC materials and geometry [6-7]. Coupling to BSW has also been demonstrated to improve excitation and collection of the fluorescence emitted by molecules at the surface of a low loss dielectric 1D-PC [8].

Recently we reported on the development of sensing platforms implementing simultaneous label-free (LF) and fluorescence (FLUO) detection, based on BSW and operating in either the near infrared [9] or visible [10] ranges. Such an approach aims at increasing the resolution by simultaneously collecting complementary signals, similar to other configurations [11-12].

In this Letter we report on the design, fabrication and experimental characterization of BSW sensors featuring two different 1D-PC designs. The aim is to identify the route to optimized sensors integrating both LF and FLUO operation in the visible range [10], respectively at \(\lambda_{LF} = 670\) nm and \(\lambda_{FLUO} \in [670\,\text{nm},\,750\,\text{nm}]\) for photo-excitation carried out at \(\lambda_{EXC} = 635\) nm.

The 1D-PC used in the experiments are dielectric multilayers deposited on cyclic olefin copolymer (TOPAS) substrates [13-14] by plasma-ion-assisted deposition (PIAD) under high vacuum [15].
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The geometries of the two sensor types (Table I) share a common periodic multilayer and are terminated by two different thin dielectric bilayers. \(SiO_2\) and \(Ta_2O_5\) are the low and high index dielectric materials used to fabricate the periodic part, with \(N\) periods; the complex refractive indices are \(n_0=1.474 + i5\times10^{-6}\) and \(n_0=2.106 + i5\times10^{-5}\) at \(\lambda_{EXC}\), respectively. The thin dielectric bi-layer is either \(Ta_2O_5/SiO_2\) or \(TiO_2/SiO_2\) for Type 1 and 2 sensors respectively. \(TiO_2\) has a complex refractive index \(n_0=2.28 + i1.8\times10^{-3}\) at \(\lambda_{EXC}\). In the topping bi-layer, the role of the first high index layer (\(Ta_2O_5\) or \(TiO_2\)) is to tailor the BSW properties to improve the LF biosensing performance, while the second layer (\(SiO_2\)) provides a surface that can be treated with standardized and reliable silane based chemical functionalization protocols [10].
The TOPAS substrates (n_{TOPAS} = 1.530 at λ_{FL}) were fabricated by injection molding and include two cylindrically shaped input and output optical windows as shown in Fig. 1. The substrates fit to the optical reading system of an integrated platform designed and fabricated to operate in both LF and FLUO modes. The illumination is focused cylindrically along the incidence plane to a line at the surface of the chip. The output cylindrical window of the chip (output diopter) is used to collect the reflected/emitted light and performs optical Fourier transformation at the CCD (Sony ICX205AL) array sensor along the incidence plane direction.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), in the LF mode a collimated laser beam at λ_{LF} is focused at the chip surface above the total internal reflection (TIR) angle and the reflected beam is collected by the CCD array in a 4 deg angular window. Destruction of the spatial coherence by means of a rotating diffuser (not shown), combined with the CCD integration time, avoids image degradation due to speeded. In such a Kretschmann-Raether configuration [16], the excitation of a BSW gives rise to a dip in the angular reflectance spectrum that is transformed by the output diopter to a dip in the intensity distribution along the CCD long axis (1280 pixel, in the incidence plane).

![Fig. 1. Sketch of the optical configuration of the sensing platform for the (a) LF operation, and the (b) FLUO operation. For the sake of clarity, in the sketch we did not draw the beam shaping optics and beam steering mechanics. Dimensions are not to scale.](image)

In the FLUO mode, see Fig. 1(b), we use a BSW for both fluorescence excitation and collection. A collimated laser beam at λ_{EXC} is focused in a narrower angular range (Δθ_{EXC} ≈ 2 deg). A combination of a dichroic mirror and excitation and emission filters (Chroma, F46-112 633-640 nm ET Laser Filter Set) limits stray light effects. Parallel steering in the incidence plane of the fluorescence excitation beam (not shown in Fig. 1) allows one to tune the incidence angle θ_{EXC} to match the BSW angle θ_{BSW} at λ_{EXC}, and excite fluorophores placed at the chip surface via a resonant BSW mode. Previous works [8] demonstrated that the field localization due to the excitation of a BSW gives rise to a strong increase of the excitation rate. Moreover, the broad emission spectrum of the fluorophores is coupled to polychromatic BSWs, which leak in-to the substrate in a narrow angular range [17], and are collected by the same CCD. The output diopter, combined with the dispersion-sion of the BSW, images every spectral component of the emission with a one-to-one mapping onto a different position of the CCD [9, 10].

In both the LF and the FLUO operation, the intensity along the CCD short axis (1024 pixel) corresponds to different positions along the illuminated strip at the chip surface, allowing sensing several spots at the same time. A polarizer can set the linear polarization of the incident light and an analyzer, as shown in Fig. 1, analyzes that of the reflected/emitted light.

The 1D-PC geometries resumed in Table I were designed to show either a narrow or a broad BSW dip in the LF angular reflectance spectrum R_{TE} for the TE polarization. In Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) we show the theoretical R_{TE} at λ_{EXT} for the two sensor types, calculated [16] assuming a TOPAS substrate (n_{TOPAS} = 1.530) and water as external medium (n_{EXT} = 1.330). For both types, deep resonances at θ_{BSW} are expected for the TE polarized BSW, which are strongly localized at the 1D-PC sensor surface. The sensors also feature shallow and broadband resonances, corresponding to modes that are more extended inside the 1D-PC structure.

In Table II we list the values of the full width half-maximum (W) and resonance depth (D) for all dips appearing in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a), together with their calculated volume sensitivity S_{TE} = dR_{TE}/dθ_{BSW}. From the values found for W, D, and S_{TE} one can evaluate the figure of merit for the LF performance defined as FoM_{LF} = S^{*} D / W [16], which is listed in Table II too. We also list the calculated field enhancement factor (FEF), defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the field at the sensor/water interface to that of the field in TOPAS, when the chips are excited at λ_{EXC} at the TE θ_{BSW}.

Among all cases, the Type 1 sensor displays the best design FoM_{LF} and FEF (TE pol), that could suggest it as a first choice for both label-free and fluorescence biosensing applications. However, as it will be clear from the experimental results reported below, the best choice reveals to be instead that of Type 2 sensor.

In Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b), we show the angular LF reflectance measured experimentally when operating the chips on the platform of Fig. 1, for the Type 1 and 2 respectively. Data were obtained by averaging 30 CCD lines, corresponding to a 260 μm wide spot on the chip surface (also for FLUO operation).

In the TE case (red), sharp resonant dips are found. As expected, the resonant TM dips are hardly observed (not shown); however, their angular position can be probed by operating the platform in a phase-sensitive configuration (CROSS), where the two polarizers are turned by 45 deg with respect to the incidence plane. Under such conditions, the overall reflectance R_{CROSS} is sensitive to the amplitude and phase of the TE and TM reflected components [16]. In Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b), the experimental R_{CROSS} (black) shows resonances around the expected position of the TM modes and permits to identify them.

Besides allowing for modes spectroscopy and characterization, working in the CROSS configuration is very desirable for sensing applications as it permits increasing the FoM when the 1D-PC are characterized by extremely small losses (and small D) [16]. For such a reason polarizers were implemented in the integrated optical platform. We point out that in the CROSS case the S_{TE} coincides with that of either the TE or the TM single polarization case, depending on the resonance that is exploited [16].
pared to theoretical experimental values only measured values for W quality of the substrates preserves the dips' W deposited on microscope slides the simulations. Type 2, the TiO₂ and to the plastic substrate optical quality [5] dened and keeps relatively deep. Such ef for the Type 2 the dip, which is wider by design, is not much broa much wider and shallower than the theoretical prediction, while for Type 1, the TE dip is much wider and shallower than the theoretical position. For Type 1, the TM resonance is enhanced but the TE is de...sor shows the best LF performance. For comparison we report also the FoM₁ for a SPR sensor operating at λLF=804 nm [5], showing that indeed the present 1D-PC provides improved LF performance.

Fig 2(b) and Fig 3(b) also show that the CROSS operation enhances the TE and TM response of the Type 2 sensors, whereas for the Type 1 the TM resonance is enhanced but the TE is depressed. Such last result is due to a reduced phase shift (<2π) of the TE reflection coefficient across such a high finesse resonance [16].

In Fig 2(c) and Fig 3(c), we show measurements carried out in the FLUO mode in water environment. Before carrying on the measurements, the surface of the sensors was stained with a 10nM solution of Nile Blue (NB) dye (Radiant Dyes, λMAX = 685 nm) [19] in deionized water and rinsed repetitively. The gain and integration time of the CCD were increased with respect to the LF case. The fluorescence emission curves were obtained by exciting at λEXC with either TE or TM polarization and detecting fluorescence along either the TE or TM polarization. Depending on the polarization, the excitation angle θEXC was tuned to the respective

![Fig. 2. Type 1. (a) Simulated angular TIR reflectance, (b) Experimental reflectance in the TE and CROSS configuration, (c) Fluorescence emission for four different excitation (1st label) and collection (2nd label) polarizations.](image)

![Fig. 3. Type 2. (a) Simulated angular TIR reflectance, (b) Experimental reflectance in the TE and CROSS configuration, (c) Fluorescence emission for four different excitation (1st label) and collection (2nd label) polarizations.](image)

| TABLE II – Theoretical and experimental values of the relevant parameters for the two 1D-PC designs. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                | **THEORY**      | **EXPERIMENT**  |              |              |
|                                | λ₁,F₂ [mdeg]    | λ₁,F₂ [deg/RIU] | FoM₁ [RIU⁻¹] | FEF |
| Type | Pol | W     | D     | S₁,F₂ |                            | W     | D     | S₁,F₂ | FoM₁ | FEF |
| 1    | TE  | 6     | 0.85  | 29.4  | 4165 | 60   | 0.08  | 26.7  | 35.6 | 64  |
|      | TM  | 550   | 0.01  | 22.7  | 0.41 | NA   | NA    | 21.3  | NA  | 8   |
| 2    | TE  | 140   | 0.90  | 35.4  | 227  | 16   | 200   | 0.55  | 31.8 | 87.5 |
|      | TM  | 2090  | 0.01  | 33.7  | 0.16 | 4    | NA    | NA    | NA  | NA  |
| SPR  | TM  | After Ref. 5, λ₁,F₂ = 804 nm |              |              | 1470 | 0.76  | 80.1  | 41.4 |     |

For both sensor types, the BSW resonances are slightly shifted with respect to the theoretical position. For Type 1, the TE dip is much wider and shallower than the theoretical prediction, while for the Type 2 the dip, which is wider by design, is not much broadened and keeps relatively deep. Such effects are ascribed, for both Type 1 and 2, to 1DPC layers' thickness fabrication tolerances [18] and to the plastic substrate optical quality [5]. Additionally, for Type 2, the TiO₂ absorption loss might differ from that assumed for the simulations.

Reference measurements carried out with the same 1D-PC deposited on microscope slides show that the higher optical quality of the substrates preserves the dips' W (not reported here).

From the LF measurements, we extracted the experimental values for W, D, and S₀ shown in Table II. The S₀ values were measured experimentally by using different known solutions of glucose in doubly deionized water [5]; in the TM BSW case (Type 1 only) S₀ was measured in the CROSS configuration. In Table II, the experimental values for the FoM are significantly reduced compared to theoretical predictions and indicate that the Type 2 sensor shows the best LF performance. For comparison we report also the FoM₁ for a SPR sensor operating at λLF=804 nm [5], showing that indeed the present 1D-PC provides improved LF performance.

The fluorescence emission curves were obtained by exciting at λEXC with either TE or TM polarization and detecting fluorescence along either the TE or TM polarization. Depending on the polarization, the excitation angle θEXC was tuned to the respective
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resonance by maximizing the fluorescence signal, if present. As the NB molecules are free to rotate, their orientation is lost due to rotational randomization in the NB excited state [20]; therefore NB molecules can be assumed to be isotropically oriented and couple to both TE and TM polarized BSW of the 1D-PC.

For the Type 1 (Fig. 2(c)), relatively intense fluorescence was measured only for the TM-TM case. Owing to the dispersion of the TM BSW mode, each spectral component of the emission at \( \lambda > \lambda_{\text{exc}} \) is coupled out at a different angle \( \theta < \theta_{\text{exc}} \). Given that for NB \( \lambda_{\text{max}} > \lambda_{\text{LF}} > \lambda_{\text{exc}} \) the angular fluorescence distribution lies on the small angles side of the resonance observed in the LF mode at \( \lambda_{\text{LF}} \). The NB fluorescence coupled to the TM BSW is channeled in a 4 deg angular window and can be efficiently detected by the same optical system used for LF operation. Only a faint TM-TE fluorescence signal is observed, on the small angle side of the TE resonance in the LF mode, despite the extremely large theoretical FEF of the TE mode. TE excitation does not give rise to any appreciable fluorescence signal.

For the Type 2 (Fig. 3(c)), relatively intense fluorescence was measured for all TM-TE combinations, with angular distribution that lies on the small angles side of the respective LF resonance. The TM fluorescence however peaks outside the observation window at smaller angles. As expected from the FEE values, the TE emitted fluorescence is larger for TE than for TM excitation. The intensities found in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 2(c) cannot however be compared, because the NB staining procedure suffers from poor reproducibility and does not permit to control the NB surface density.

The completely different fluorescence characteristics observed for the two types of sensors can be ascribed to the following causes.

First of all, the NB dye excitation rate depends on the FEF of the BSW at \( \lambda_{\text{exc}} \) and on the ratio \( \eta = W/\Delta \Phi_{\text{exc}} \). For the Type 1 sensor \( \eta \sim 3\% \) for the TE polarization and, despite the largest FEF, the excitation rate is small. On the other hand, for the Type 1 (TM pol) and for the Type 2, \( \eta \) is larger and consequently the excitation rate is improved.

Second, the propagation length \( L_p \) of the TE BSW mode, excited by spontaneous emission, before radiating in the substrate is extremely large in Type 1 sensors. In Fig 4, we show the calculation of \( L_p \) in the TE case, carried out with a commercial mode solver for the two sensor types (the TM values are more than 10 times smaller). We performed the calculations for several different arbitrary values of the NB dye absorption. As the effect of increasing NB dye absorption losses at the 1D-PC surface shown in Fig 4 illustrates, the increased \( L_p \) also sensitizes the stack for reabsorption. As a consequence, for the Type 1 (TE pol) \( L_p \) is so large that the emitted energy is strongly reabsorbed by the NB dye and the remaining energy leaves the 1D-PC outside the spatial field of view of the detection optics, which is about 2 mm.

As a conclusion we can state that designing 1D-PC with extremely sharp resonances does not necessarily lead to improved LF and FLUO sensors. For LF sensing the design must carefully take into account the fabrication tolerances and the substrate quality that limit the FoMs. For FLUO applications, the sharpness of a resonance converts into a large propagation length, which governs both the angular matching of the excitation beam to the in-coupling BSW and the extraction of the out-coupling BSW in terms of real-space widths of the collecting system. This must be kept in mind also for applications in fluorescence microscopy. The Type 2 design allows for a FoM that outperforms SPR and at the same time permits to operate efficiently in fluorescence mode.
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